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This month's demonstrator will be
Jackie Potts. He will demonstrate
turning a mushroom from green wood.
These have the bark left on the outer
edge and make really good gifts for
your friends who have gardens.
We are trying to come up with
demonstrations for all skill levels. I f
you have a suggestion or would like to
demonstrate a project that you enjoy
please let one of the officers know.
It's pretty tough coming up with
montly demo's.

Jimmy Campbell passed out the TAW directory's at the last
meeting. If you did not attend you will be getting one in the
mail. I'd like to make a suggestion. Why don't you call up
someone in the club and make a date to get together. It would be
a great opportunity to make a new friend and you'll probably
learn something when you visit each other's shop. Now for a
really great idea. Why not write up a paragraph on some of the
things you learned while visiting each other's shop. Just make a
few notes. Did they have a tool you hadn't seen. What kind of
lathe did they have. What are the pro's and con's of that lathe or
the tools or the chuck. Were there any modifications of the lathe
or tools. I think everyone in the club will find this interesting.

Ray Key Workshop
Several of our members went to Arrowmont to see Ray Key. Apparently
he is very good. Of course we all
knew that. I hope to see some really
good work produced by these people at
the next instant gallery. Maybe one or
more or you could volunteer for a
Demo. See this month's listing of
workshops if you want to go to see one
of these great turners.

The folks who just went to Arrowmont, introduced a motion to purchase
a commemorative brick in Charles
Alvis' name for the Arrowmont
fundraising walkway. The club decided to purchase a $500 brick and
present it to the school during our symposium.

T A C A Crafts Fair Demonstration
I f you haven't signed up to help with the TACA fair demo
please call Barry Boyd. We all have a good time demonstrating.
The visitors get to learn a little about our art form and we usually
get some new members, and we get a little money for out treasury. I f you haven't demonstrated before the public this is a
good opportunity.

Members Under the Weather

We have some bad news this month. Howard Gillium passed
away on thursday the 19th. He will be missed by all. I remember Howard from the very first meeting I attended. I will try to
follow his example of welcoming all who enter our our doors.
Harry Hodges has had throat surgery we wish him well. New
member Paul Abramczyk lost his wife and has had hip replacement surgery. I know we all will do whatever we can for these
wonderful people.

Show and Tell
Bob Brewer

Boxes from the Ray Key workshop

Chuck Thomas

Small closes vessel with raised dots, lightly carved vessel.
Vessel with an alabaster lip.

Brenda Stein

Ambrosia Maple Bo wl

Larry Hooper

A cane and a ma^ e burl box

John Jordan

Apple vessel
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Harry French

Shallow bowls

Simon Levy

Desk stand pen , spalted hackberry and cherry pens,
black walnut bowls
Cherry vessel textured with wood burner and prisma-color pencils

Gary Martin
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Jimmy Campbell

Small maple bowl and wormy maple platter
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vvalnut platters

Inside-Out Turning
This month's demo was by John Lucas. I hope everyone got something out o f my demo. I f you weren't
there I turned an inside-out piece to demonstrate the process. Inside-out turning is a process where you take 4
pieces of square timber and turn a design (usually a silhouette) into the part that will be the inside o f your piece
and then you reverse the 4 pieces glue them together and turn the outside. Gosh , even the description is confusing. Explaining this is going to be difficult. There are a huge number of possibilities. It reminded me of
the way Steven Hogbin must have felt the first time he cut up a turning and reassemble it. ( I prefer to blow
mine up, it's faster. I will try to describe the process and hopefully stop you from making some of the errors
that I have made. I learned most of what I know by trial and error,error,error. I listed my sources o f information at the end.
The Process. Start by cutting 4 pieces of wood and squaring them up. This is important because you will
have gaps m the tuming if they are not perfectly square. It is possible to resaw a piece of thick timber and
square up each piece. I f you do this, the grain will match. Since there is a learning curve to this style of tuming, I recommend tuming some 2x2 scrap as experiments.
Glue. I have used OA glue, paper joints, strapping or filament tape. Plastic tie wraps and hose clamps to
hold the pieces together for the first tuming. Tom Berent suggested using cut- up Tire inner tube as giant mbber band. I ' l l have to try that. That should work but don't let your gouge hit one of the mbber bands or you'll
be in for a mde surprise. 1 use strapping tape for small pieces, 1" to 2" square and paper joints for larger
squares.
Centering. Centering is very important so I take a very small sliver of wood off each comer with my knife
before I glue or clamp them together. After you get them together the 4 "knocked off comers" make a accurate
place to put the center pin of you drive and tailstock centers. Label the end o f each block so you will know
how to reverse them later. I stack the wood together to find out which side should be out for the best grain pattem and then label the end with numbers and an arrow pointing toward the center. Tum them 180 degrees and
glue or clamp them together. Use a cup center of some kind on the tailstock so you won't split the piece. I
also use a fairly large drive center so the teeth help hold the 4 sides together.
Draw the design full size. I find it very difficult to accurately copy the silhouette without a drawing.

Now fold it in half and cut out one side. When your drawing is folded the cut out half will make a perfect template to check your progress. See rig.4. I f you have drawn the full design you will also have a guide for the
outside of the final piece. This is important because you don't want to remove any wood from areas that will
be thin in the final tuming.
Rough Out. I mark the edges of the design on the square block. See fig. 1. Rough out only the area
where vou will place vour silhouette. Don't round the piece down to a cylinder. Leave small flats on all 4
sides. 1/8" to 3/8" is fine. See fig. 2. I f you round it down to a cylinder there will be a thin line mnning
through the piece that destroys the effect of the silhouette. I mark the edges of the design on the square block
and then use the toe of the skew to cut a large " V " cut on the inside of this line. This keeps me from tearing off
a comer. I start the " V " on the inside of the mark and work my way back to the line a little at a time by sighting down the bevel of the tool. Then 1 use a bowl gouge or skew to rough out the cylinder leaving the 4 flat
areas.
Silhouette. Now you are ready to cut the silhouette. Cut very carefully and check your progress often.
Figure 3 is a poor drawing but shows what it will look like. Stop the lathe and place the folded drawing on the
flat side to see how the cut out portion fits in your tuming. See fig. 4. I end up using custom made scraping
tools a lot. They are easy to make. I use drill rod, old screwdrivers, and old alien wrenches. They can be
ground to any shape fairly quickly. I don't even bother to harden them unless I know it's a tool I ' l l use a lot.
Re-glue. When you have finished the silhouette, remove the work from the lathe and split the pieces apart.
Rotate them 180 degrees and glue them together. See fig 5. Don't get any more glue than necessary on the
edges near the silhouette. It will be difficult to clean off the squeeze out on the inside of the tuming. Tmst me
on this one. I f your pieces were not perfectly square you may have to glue up 2 pieces and then flatten the side
before you glue up the others. This will affect the shape of your silhouette so take off as little as possible. I f
they were perfectly square simply clamp them together with the silhouette aligned and wait for the glue to dry.
Turning the outside is fairly straight forward. Stop the lathe frequently and check the wall thickness
around the silhouette. It can be difficult to see and will "blow up" i f you get it too thin. I am still leaming
about the shapes that will work together on the inside and outside. In the beginning you should be prepared to
change the shape of the outside to accommodate the wall thickness. Once you have made a few you will have
a better understanding of the process. I suggest starting with something simple like a eircle or a cross. Cut
several circles in a long piece of scrap material and then play with the outside shapes to see what happens to
the wall thickness and the shape of the silhouette. I hope you all have fun with this. I think people have just
scratched the surface of what can abe done. Use you tttiagitwrtlOtl and go wild. Call me if you have problems. You are welcome in my workshop anytime, just call first I have a rather busy shedule.

Classifieds
Carrol Bishop has tuming aprons for sale. They are really nice. They have a crew neck to keep the chips
out and have the TAW logo with your name embroidered on it. They are $ 15 with $3 going back to the club.
If you would like one give him a call. 615-893-8218

Pat Matranga has for sale.
Bosch Model 1608 laminate/trim router-$85 Used less than 15 min.
Craftsman plunge router-used less than 30 min.
Oneway wheel balancer-brand new, never used.
Call 227-2240
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Inside-Out Turning
Resources
Better Homes @ Gardens
Wood-Tuming techniques
Pg.62 Split Turned Vase
Woodtuming Magazine
Vol. No. 45 Pg. 52
Inside-out vase

Fig. 3

Fig. 6
Base of Candlestick
is mmed seperateiy

Woodtuming Methods
Mike Darlow
Pg. 118 Inside-out tuming
The best from Woodtuming Magazine
T?^.-..—I-.-
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Pg.66 Tuming inside-out platters
The best from Woodtuming Magazine
Spindle Tuming
Pg. 85 Inside-out Christmas omament
The best from Woodtuming Magazine
Useful techniques for woodtuming
Pg. 94 Involute Tuming-90 degree himing
American Woodtumer
AA.W Project Bock
Pg 52 Inside-out Christmas Omament

Fig. 4

Woodtuming Classes
May 14-20
Nick Cook-The art of woodtuming - (John C. Campbell)
June 4-10
Pat Matranga- Enjoying the wood and the tuming-(John C. Campbell)
David Ellsworth-Green wood tuming-(Arrowmont)
June 12-16
Rodger Jacobs-Sneaky Bowls-The legged vessel-(Arrowmont)
June 19-23
Mark St. Leger-Woodtuming using the imagination-(John C. Campbell)
Michael Hosaluk-Design In Tuming -(Arrowmont)
June 25-July 1
David Scott- Tuming Tables-(John C. Campbell)
July 9-14
Don Russel- Segmented Bowls-(John C. Campbell)
Mark Gardner-Bowl Tuming:beginning to advanced techniques-(Appalachian Center for Crafts)
Philip Moulthrop-Basic Woodtuming-beginning to intermediate-(Arrowmont)
July 17-28
Michael Brolly and Lynne E . Brolly
High Tech/low tech:Designing, Tuming, Finishing-(Arrowmont)
John Jordan and Gael Montgomerie
Woodtuming: surface and design-(Arrowmont)
July 23-29
Jim Bliss-Green to Dry: bowls, boxes and more-(John C. Campbell)
John Hill-Bowl tuming variations-(Appalachian Center for Crafts)
July 31-Aug 4
Lyle Jamieson-Woodmning : start to finish-(Arrowmont)
Aug 7-11
Michael Lee-Woodtuming-Carved Vessels-(AiTowmont)
Augl3-19
Larry Hasiak-Hollow tuming fundamentals-(John C. Campbell)
Aug 20-25
Bobby Clemons-Tuming tools techniques and timbers-(John C. Campbell)
Aug 25-27
TAW symposium-Dave Barriger, John Jordan, John Mascoil, Pat Matranga-(Arrowmont)

Appalachian Center for Crafts-Smithville, Tn. 615-597-6801
Arrowmont school of arts and crafts-Gatlinburg, Tn. 865-436-5860
John C . Campbell folk school-Brasstown, NC 1-800-365-5724
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We meet on the 1st Tuesday
of the month. The meeting
starts at 7 P M . We meet at the
Harpeth Hills Church o f Christ1949 Old Hickory Bivd- Brentwood, Tn 37027. TakeI-65
south of Nashville to the Old
Hickory Blvd. Exit 74-B. Cross
Franklin road, going 4.1 miles
(not quite to Hillsboro Pike). The
church is on the lett side of the
road. Facing the church, use the
left side entrance, half way down
the building near the back of the
sanctuary. Everyone is welcome.

Membership in the Tennessee
Association of Woodturners is
open to anyone with an interest
in the craft of woodtuming.
Annual dues are $25.00.
Officers:
President - Gary Martin 615-8959207
Vice President-Jackie Potts 931583-2257
Secretary/Newsletter Editor
John Lucas 931-525-6400
Librarian-Mai Clissold-615-3734881
Treasurer Jimmy Campbell 931381-9379
Imed. Past President- Mike Zinser

